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SUMMARY

Recognition of the mRNA 50 m7G(50)ppp(50)N cap is
key to translation initiation for most eukaryotic
mRNAs. The cap is boundby the eIF4F complex, con-
sisting of a cap-binding protein (eIF4E), a ‘‘scaffold’’
protein (eIF4G), and an RNA helicase (eIF4A). As a
central early step in initiation, regulation of eIF4F is
crucial for cellular viability. Although the structure
and function of eIF4E have been defined, a dynamic
mechanistic picture of its activity at the molecular
level in the eIF4F,mRNA complex is still unavailable.
Here, using single-molecule fluorescence, we mea-
sured the effects of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
eIF4F factors, mRNA secondary structure, and the
poly(A)-binding protein Pab1p on eIF4E-mRNA bind-
ing dynamics. Our data provide an integrated picture
of how eIF4G and mRNA structure modulate eIF4E-
mRNA interaction, and uncover an eIF4G- and
poly(A)-independent activity of poly(A)-binding pro-
tein that prolongs the eIF4E,mRNA complex lifetime.

INTRODUCTION

Four decades of study have identified eukaryotic translation
initiation factors and an outline of when and how they act to
coordinate initiation. However, the dynamic contributions of
factor and mRNA composition and conformation to the initiation
process, and how these dynamics are perturbed by regulatory
mechanisms, are still poorly understood (Aitken and Lorsch,
2012). Eukaryotic initiation is an intricate sequence of events
involving an mRNA, initiator tRNA, ribosomal subunits, and at
least 11 protein factors that guide assembly of the 80S ribosome
positioned correctly at the start codon to establish the reading
frame.
The earliest phase of canonical initiation involves binding of a

complex of protein factors to the mRNA 50 7-methylguanosine
m7G(50)ppp(50)N cap. This complex, called eIF4F, consists of
the cap-binding protein (eIF4E), a multidomain, multifunctional
‘‘scaffold’’ protein (eIF4G), and an ATP-dependent RNA helicase
(eIF4A) that is thought to unwind secondary structures close
to the cap (von der Haar et al., 2004; Rajagopal et al., 2012).
Interactions between eIF4G and downstream components of
the initiation machinery result in recruitment of the eIF4F-bound

mRNA to the small ribosomal subunit (Walker et al., 2013). The
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome encodes two paralogs of
eIF4G, eIF4G1 and eIF4G2, that exhibit extensive functional
overlap (Clarkson et al., 2010).
mRNA binding by eIF4F is a highly dynamic process; the eIF4E

cap-binding, eIF4G ssRNA-binding, and eIF4A helicase activ-
ities must engage the RNA with the appropriate timing and
conformation to prime the RNA efficiently for recognition by
the factor-associated 40S subunit. However, detailed investiga-
tion of the dynamics—the time evolution of composition and
conformation in the eIF4F-mRNA interaction—and the modula-
tion of these dynamics by initiation factors and RNA structure
is difficult using traditional bulk biochemical or static structural
methods. This is a key challenge to understanding translation
initiation and translational control in eukaryotes.
Initiation is heavily regulated, because it represents the last

point at which translational control mechanisms can act to pre-
vent aberrant protein synthesis (Jackson et al., 2010; Kong and
Lasko, 2012). The mTOR pathway derepresses eIF4E activity
by phosphorylation of inhibitory 4E-binding proteins (Gingras
et al., 1999), coupling important components of cellular homeo-
stasis with modulation of translation efficiency through direct
effects on eIF4E dynamics in the eIF4F complex. In humans,
this regulatory mechanism malfunctions in disease states such
as cancer (Zoncu et al., 2011), autism (Gkogkas et al., 2013),
and viral infection (Kobayashi et al., 2012). Yeast remains an
attractive model organism for elucidating general mechanistic
principles that can be applied to the study of translational regu-
lation in humans, as it allows hypotheses derived from in vitro
experiments to be tested in vivo with genetic methods (Altmann
and Trachsel, 1994).
eIF4E has been extensively studied by genetic, biochemical,

biophysical, and structural techniques. The structural basis
for cap binding and interaction with eIF4G through the eIF4G
4E-binding domain (eIF4G-4EBD) is known (Gross et al., 2003;
Yanagiya et al., 2009); NMR data have also highlighted the
importance of dynamics in this interaction (Volpon et al., 2006).
Yeast 4EBD allosterically increases the affinity of eIF4E for the
cap structure (von der Haar et al., 2000, 2006) through a coupled
conformational change in the two proteins and wrapping of
the 4EBD polypeptide around the eIF4E N terminus in what
has been termed a ‘‘molecular bracelet’’ (Gross et al., 2003).
Yet no information on structure or dynamics is available for
complexes containing either full-length eIF4G or a capped oli-
goribonucleotide or mRNA. Pre-steady-state rapid-mixing
methods have explored the thermodynamics and kinetics of
eIF4E-cap binding and their modulation by 4EBD, particularly
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for mammalian eIF4E (Slepenkov et al., 2006, 2008); detailed
kinetic information on binding of eIF4E to capped oligoribonu-
cleotides or full-length RNAs is limited for human eIF4E and
nonexistent for yeast eIF4E. Moreover, no data are available
for formation of an eIF4E,eIF4G,mRNA complex with full-length
eIF4G and mRNA, or for the eIF4F complex including eIF4A. The
absence of structural and kinetic data hinders interpretation
of in vivo genetic and in vitro biochemical experiments to inves-
tigate the mechanism of initiation.

In addition to protein factors, RNA secondary structures in the
50 untranslated region (UTR)modulate the efficiency of translation
of mRNAs (Kozak, 1992). In general, hairpin structures in the 50

UTR inhibit translation. However, there are differences between
yeast and higher eukaryotes in terms of the dependence of inhibi-
tion on the position, thermal stability, andGCcontent of inhibitory
structures. Whereas inhibition of translation by 50 UTR hairpins in
yeastmRNAs shows little or no dependence on the distance from
the cap, higher eukaryotes exhibit a greater sensitivity to struc-
tures near the mRNA 50 end (McCarthy, 1998). Hairpin structures
located!12 nt away from the cap increased translation efficiency
in vivo in mammalian cells, whereas the same hairpin positioned
immediately adjacent to the cap had an inhibitory effect (Baben-
dure et al., 2006). Moreover, in vitro equilibrium binding studies
with mammalian eIF4E and such hairpin-containing RNAs
showed that secondary structures near the cap can increase
RNA affinity for eIF4E, even when steric considerations suggest
that they shoulddo theopposite (Carberry et al., 1992). Integrated
structural and kinetic data are needed to understand themolecu-
lar mechanism by which these interactions influence translation,
and to understand the mechanistic basis for the observed differ-
ences between yeast and higher eukaryotes.

The polyadenylated 30 end of eukaryotic mRNAsmay also play
a role in modulating translation efficiency, and the eukaryotic
poly(A)-binding protein (Pab1p in S. cerevisiae) has been shown
to act as a true initiation factor (Otero et al., 1999; Kahvejian et al.,
2005). The activity of Pab1p in initiation is described in terms of
its ability to bind both eIF4G and the poly(A) tail. Poly(A)-bound
Pab1p is thought to allosterically increase the affinity of eIF4E
for the cap through its interaction with eIF4G (Safaee et al.,
2012). Simultaneous binding of Pab1p to the 30 poly(A) tail and
eIF4G1 has been shown statically but directly by atomic force
microscopy (Wells et al., 1998) and indirectly by genetic and
biochemical experiments to produce a circularized, ‘‘closed-
loop’’ mRNA (Tarun et al., 1997). Commonly invoked hypotheses
implicate Pab1p-induced conformational changes in eIF4G or an
increased effective concentration of eIF4F near the cap caused
by Pab1p-poly(A) binding as the basis for Pab1p-mediated stim-
ulation of translation. However, these conformational changes or
the altered kinetics of binding of eIF4E to capped RNAs in the
presence of Pab1p have not been directly confirmed and
observed. On the other hand, Pab1p has been shown to stimu-
late translation in vitro in a manner that is independent of the
presence of the poly(A) tail or binding to eIF4G1 (Otero et al.,
1999; Borman et al., 2002). No experiments have directly
observed the dynamics of eIF4F-mRNA-Pab1p interaction to
understand their impact on translation.

Single-molecule fluorescence studies have provided substan-
tial insights into the mechanism of translation, predominantly in
prokaryotes (Petrov et al., 2012). A recent study also examined

the activity of mammalian eIF4AI at the single-molecule level
(Sun et al., 2012). Biomolecular conformational and composi-
tional trajectories are followed free from obfuscation by bulk
averaging, such that complex, multistep processes may be
observed in real time (Tsai et al., 2012; Uemura et al., 2010).
Conformational trajectories may be deduced from the time and
composition dependence of Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET), combined with structural information that allows precise
knowledge of the relative locations of fluorophores (Aitken and
Puglisi, 2010). FRET signals between biomolecules labeled
with Cy3 andCy5 report on complexes in which the dyes are pre-
sented to each other at distances between 20 and 80 Å, a length
scale appropriate for the study of eIF4F,mRNA complexes.
We report here single-molecule fluorescence analyses of the

dynamics of S. cerevisiae eIF4E-mRNA interaction, studied us-
ing total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. By
observing FRET between eIF4E and mRNA, we determined the
kinetics and structural dynamics of eIF4E-mRNA interaction.
We observed the effects of eIF4G1 and its 4E-binding domain,
RNA secondary structure, and Pab1p on eIF4E-cap interaction.
To examine the 50 end-specific dynamics, we made measure-
ments with capped RNA oligonucleotides lacking a poly(A) tail.
We measured the kinetics of binding of yeast eIF4E to capped
RNAs in the presence of the eIF4F factors and Pab1p at equilib-
rium at the single-molecule level. Our results show how factor
composition and mRNA secondary structure near the 50 cap in-
fluence eIF4E-mRNA interaction, and how the poly(A)-binding
protein Pab1p can act to stimulate cap-dependent translation
initiation, even in the absence of a poly(A) tail.

RESULTS

Cy5-eIF4E Functions in Cap and eIF4G Binding
To label eIF4E specifically with a fluorescent dye, we exploited
the absence of cysteine in wild-type S. cerevisiae eIF4E to
generate an eIF4E(A124C) variant (wild-type numbering) for
thiol-maleimide labeling.We reasoned that introduction of a label
at this position should not impair eIF4E activity, based on the
solution structure of eIF4E bound to m7GDP and the eIF4E-bind-
ing domain of eIF4G1 (Gross et al., 2003); when conjugated to
C124, the fluorophore would be located distal to the cap binding
site, away from the site of interaction with eIF4G (Figure 1A).
Although we did not test the function of eIF4E(A124C) in mutant
yeast strains, Ala124 is not conserved and is located in a loop
region based on the structure; there is thus no evidence to
suggest that the A124C variant will impair translation. After over-
expression in Escherichia coli and purification, N-terminally poly-
histidine-tagged eIF4E(A124C) was labeled with Cy5 maleimide.
Under the labeling conditions (typically !5 mM protein), eIF4E
multimerizes (readily observed in size-exclusion chromatograms
and by gel-shift assays with capped mRNAs; Figure S1A avail-
able online), resulting consistently in a labeling efficiency of be-
tween 50%and53%.MonomericCy5-eIF4Ewas readily isolated
by size-exclusion chromatography. Observed association rates
measured in kinetics experiments were adjusted to account for
the labeling efficiency, to compute true rate constants. We also
expressed and purified recombinant yeast eIF4G1 eIF4E-binding
domain flanked by an additional eIF4G1 sequence (amino acids
348–513) with an N-terminal polyhistidine tag (von der Haar
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et al., 2000). A fluorescence-based native gel-shift assay to
determine the apparent dissociation constant for Cy5-eIF4E
in the Cy5-eIF4E(A124C),eIF4G-4EBD,cap-RNA complex,
containing the model unstructured poly(CU) RNA sequence
50-m7GpppGG(CU)10GCG(CGA)3-30, indicated an apparent
dissociation constant (KD) of <100 nM for Cy5-eIF4E, which is
indistinguishable from the unlabeled protein (Figures S1B–
S1D). This value is considerably lower than the!1 mMmeasured
previously by surface plasmon resonance for binding of the yeast
protein to a capped RNA (von der Haar et al., 2000), and closer to
the value of 110 ± 10 nM measured by a stopped-flow fluores-
cence technique for the human protein binding to a capped
RNA oligonucleotide at 300 mM KCl, which reduces the affinity
(Slepenkov et al., 2006). This stopped-flow approach has not
been applied to yeast eIF4E. RNA,protein complex formation
was abrogated by lack of an RNA cap, or by addition of 1 mM
m7GpppG cap structure analog, confirming that complex forma-
tion requires the presence of theRNAcap. Cy5-eIF4E is therefore
active in both cap and eIF4G-4EBD binding.

Cy5-eIF4E Cap Binding Assayed by Single-Molecule
FRET
We next measured Cy5-eIF4E activity in a single-molecule FRET
experiment. To allow immobilization and single-molecule fluo-
rescence detection of the model mRNA, a DNA oligonucleotide
bearing a 50-biotin and a 30-Cy3 was annealed to the RNA 30

end. This dye-labeled, capped RNA was immobilized on a
biotin-PEG quartz surface through neutravidin (Figure 1B).
The system was designed to allow RNA-eIF4E FRET upon

delivery of Cy5-eIF4E and excitation of Cy3 fluorescence with
a 532 nm laser. Analysis of hundreds of fluorescence traces
from this experiment revealed pulses of red (Cy5) fluorescence,
concomitant with anticorrelated drops in the Cy3 fluorescence
intensity, characteristic of FRET (Figure 1C). In contrast, no
FRET events were observed with similar numbers of molecules
in control experiments where the RNA was uncapped, or with
capped RNA in the presence of m7GpppG, confirming that the
FRET signal reports specifically on the interaction of Cy5-eIF4E
with the RNA cap. The arrival time distributions for formation of
the Cy5-eIF4E,mRNA complex—that is, the distribution of times
between the end of one FRET event and the beginning of
the next, obtained from observation of many molecules and
events—were fit well by single-exponential functions at concen-
trations of Cy5-eIF4E between 1 and 20 nM (Figure 1D). The rate
of appearance of FRET, determined from the fits as the recip-
rocal of the exponential mean of the arrival time distribution,
was linearly dependent on the Cy5-eIF4E concentration (kon =
33 mM–1 s–1 from the slope of the line; Figure 1E), whereas the
FRET lifetime of the bound state was independent of the Cy5-
eIF4E concentration (Figure 1F). Taken together, these data
are consistent with a simple on-off equilibrium binding model
for assembly of the eIF4E,cap-RNA complex. In this model,
the ratio koff/kon defines the equilibrium KD for the complex
(!90 nM). The association rate is slower than the diffusion-
controlled limit of !109 M–1 s–1. The single-molecule (sm)FRET
assay gives us not only kinetics but also structural information
from the FRET values. The FRET distribution (Figure 1G) of the
bound state could be fit by a single Gaussian function centered
at 0.25-FRET, suggesting that the eIF4E,cap-RNA complex

adopts a uniform conformation with a distance of 65–85 Å
between the RNA label and the protein Cy5 label, assuming a
Förster distance of !53 Å. In this model, we subsume intermo-
lecular orientation under conformation.

Modulation of Cy5-eIF4E Activity by eIF4G-4EBD and
Full-Length eIF4G1
We next used the smFRET assay to compare the dynamics of
Cy5-eIF4E interaction with a capped oligoribonucleotide in the
presence of eIF4G-4EBD (Figure 2A) or full-length eIF4G1, which
has additional RNA- and protein-binding domains (Figure 2B). In
the presence of increasing concentrations of eIF4G-4EBD, there
was a saturable increase in the rate of association of Cy5-eIF4E
with immobilized, capped RNA (Figure 2C). The dependence of
the observed association rate on eIF4G-4EBD concentration
was fit by a hyperbolic function, which we interpret as reporting
on the equilibrium abundance of the free Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G-
4EBD complex in solution. We estimated a value of 20 ± 13 nM
for the KD of the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD protein-protein interac-
tion based on the half-height of the hyperbola, at least 1.3 times
larger than the value of <15 nM measured for the equilibrium
binding of full-length eIF4G1 to eIF4E by equilibrium fluorescence
titration (Mitchell et al., 2010). Extrapolation of the observed asso-
ciation rate to saturatingeIF4G-4EBDconcentrationsprovidedan
estimate for the rate of binding of the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD
complexof!75mM–1s–1, approximatelydouble the rateobserved
for formation of the binary eIF4E,mRNA complex (33 mM–1 s–1).
The rate of dissociation of Cy5-eIF4E from the capped RNA

decreased with increasing eIF4G-4EBD concentration and was
approximately halved at saturating concentrations (Figure 2D).
The ratio koff/kon, defining the apparent KD for the protein,RNA
complex, was thus decreased from !90 nM for the Cy5-
eIF4E,RNA binary complex to !15 nM for the Cy5-
eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD,RNA ternary complex. This decrease in KD

is consistent with the results of the gel-shift assay and
previous measurements made on the eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD,cap
ternary complex (von der Haar et al., 2000).
The FRET distribution for the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD,RNA

ternary complex was also best fit by a single Gaussian function
(Figure 2E). The mean FRET was increased slightly (0.31) relative
to the eIF4E,RNA binary complex (0.25). Binding of eIF4G1-
4EBD therefore at most induces subtle conformational changes
impacting the distance between the RNA-bound FRET donor
and the FRET acceptor on the protein. This is consistent with
existing data for the eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD complex bound to
cap structure analogs, which show that 4EBD binding stabilizes
the structure of the cap binding site and adds additional struc-
ture to the eIF4E N terminus, rather than altering the protein
conformation in the region of our label (Gross et al., 2003).
We next examined dynamics in the presence of eIF4G1. In

contrast to the situation for eIF4G-4EBD, detailed kinetic mea-
surements of the binding of eIF4E to capped RNAs in the pres-
ence of full-length eIF4G1 from any organism have not been
reported. eIF4G1 represents a significant challenge for in vitro
assays, as it undergoes extensive, spontaneous proteolysis dur-
ing expression and upon storage after purification (Berset et al.,
2003). Solutions of eIF4G1 thus contain appreciable quantities
of degradation products that potentially may (in the best case)
convolute kinetic bindingdata, or (in theworst case) competitively
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inhibit the activity of the full-length protein. To circumvent these
issues, we cloned, expressed, and purified recombinant N-termi-
nally His6-tagged S. cerevisiae eIF4G1 and immediately used the

most homogeneous fractions of full-length protein in single-mole-
cule experiments (Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Fig-
ure S2A). The full-length protein was judged to be >90% pure
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Figure 2. Modulation of eIF4E,Cap-Poly(CU) Binding Kinetics by the eIF4G 4E-Binding Domain and by eIF4G1
(A) Schematic of experimental design.

(B) Domain architecture of S. cerevisiae eIF4G1, showing the relative positions of the RNA-, eIF4E-, Pab1p-, and eIF4A-binding domains and the region of the

protein constituting eIF4G-4EBD.

(C) Dependence of the Cy5-eIF4E-RNA association rate on eIF4G-4EBD concentration, measured at 7.5 nM Cy5-eIF4E.

(D) Dependence of the observed rate of dissociation of the Cy5-eIF4E,RNA complex on the concentration of eIF4G-4EBD.

(E) Representative FRET distribution for the Cy5-eIF4E,RNA complex (in the presence of 125 nM eIF4G-4EBD), fit to a single Gaussian function.

(F) Dependence of the Cy5-eIF4E-RNA association rate on full-length eIF4G1 concentration, measured at 7.5 nM Cy5-eIF4E.

(G) Dependence of the observed rate of dissociation of the Cy5-eIF4E,RNA complex on the concentration of eIF4G1.

(H) Representative FRET distribution for the Cy5-eIF4E,RNA complex (in the presence of 125 nM eIF4G1), fit to the sum (gray line) of two Gaussian functions

(red lines).

The number of single-molecule traces used to construct distributions is given where appropriate. Error bars in kinetic plots represent standard errors for single-

exponential fits. See also Figure S2.

Figure 1. A Single-Molecule FRET Assay for eIF4E Activity
(A) Schematic of the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD complex based on the solution structure in the presence of m7GDP (Gross et al., 2003; Protein Data Bank ID code

1RF8). The schematic indicates the location of the Cy5 label attached to residue 124.

(B)Experimentaldesign for single-moleculeFRET, showing immobilizationof thecappedRNAbyannealing toa30-Cy3-labeled,50-biotinylatedDNAoligonucleotide.

(C) Representative single-molecule FRET trace showing FRET events due to binding of Cy5-eIF4E to the immobilized, Cy3-labeled RNA.

(D) Representative arrival time distribution for binding of Cy5-eIF4E to Cy3-RNA, with single-exponential fit.

(E) Dependence of the rate of formation of the Cy5-eIF4E,cap-RNA complex on eIF4E concentration, with linear fit.

(F) Dependence of the dissociation rate of the Cy5-eIF4E,cap-RNA complex on Cy5-eIF4E concentration.

(G) FRET distribution for the Cy5-eIF4E,cap-RNA complex, fit to a single-Gaussian function.

The number of single-molecule traces used to construct distributions is given where appropriate. Error bars in kinetic plots represent standard errors for three

separate measurements. See also Figure S1.
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on the basis of Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE. We also
expressed and purified N-terminally His6-tagged S. cerevisiae
eIF4A (Figure S2B), in order to reconstitute the full eIF4Fcomplex.

Binding of eIF4E to capped RNAs in the presence of eIF4G1
showed similar kinetic characteristics to those observed with
eIF4G1-4EBD. Increasing concentrations of eIF4G1 saturably
increased the association rate (Figure 2F); however, the magni-
tude of the increase at saturation was !3.2-fold, larger than the
doubling observedwith eIF4G1-4EBD. Fits of the rate-concentra-
tion dependence to a hyperbolic function indicated an apparent
dissociation constant for the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1 complex of
20 ± 10 nM, similar to the value of !25 nM we measured for the
isolated eIF4G-4EBD and the value of <15 nMmeasured by equi-
librium fluorescence titration. In contrast with eIF4G-4EBD, there
was essentially no measurable dependence of the dissociation
rate of the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1,RNA complex on the concentra-
tion of eIF4G1 (Figure 2G). The net effect on koff/kon = KD,app

observed with full-length eIF4G is still an increase in apparent
eIF4E affinity for the RNA, but the kinetics underlying this effect
differ between the isolated 4EBD and full-length protein.

The FRET distribution for the Cy5-eIF4E,RNA complex in the
presence of saturating concentrations of eIF4G1 differed from
that seen with eIF4E alone or with the eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD com-
plex; an additional FRET state with a mean value of 0.49 was
observed (Figure 2H). This provides further evidence to suggest
that domains of eIF4G1 other than the eIF4G-4EBD engage the
RNA in a manner that leads to conformational rearrangement
of the RNA and altered binding kinetics.We did not observe tran-
sitions between the two FRET states in fluorescence traces.

mRNA Secondary Structure Modulates Cy5-eIF4E Cap
Binding Dynamics
To investigate how cap-proximal RNA secondary structuremod-
ulates the eIF4E-cap interaction, we used our FRET assay to
observe the dynamics of binding of eIF4E to our unstructured
model RNA modified by inclusion of a 10 kcal/mol hairpin shown
previously to modulate translation efficiency in vivo in mamma-
lian cells (Figure 3A). The hairpin was inserted at the +12 position
(stimulatory, poly(CU)10hp12) or +1 position (inhibitory, poly(CU)
10hp1) (Figure 3B).

Where a hairpinwaspresent at the +12position, both the asso-
ciation rate and lifetime of the eIF4E,RNA complex increased by
approximately 2-fold relative to the unstructured RNA, resulting
in a 4-fold increase in apparent affinity (Figures 3C–3E). A further
small increase in both parameters was observed in the presence
of eIF4G-4EBD. The FRET distribution for the Cy5-eI-
F4E,poly(CU)10hp12 complex was best fit by a single Gaussian
function centered at!0.35-FRET, slightly larger than the value for
the unstructured RNA (0.25) (Figure S3A). In the presence of full-
length eIF4G1, a second, higher-FRET state was observed,
similar to the situation with the unstructured mRNA (Figure S3B).

In contrast, no eIF4E-RNA FRET was observed in the case of
hundreds of RNA molecules where the hairpin was inserted at
the +1 position. Gel-shift analysis confirmed that eIF4E bound
poly(CU)10hp1 in bulk (Figure S3C).Moreover, TIRF experiments
with direct Cy5 excitation also indicated that Cy5-eIF4E bound to
the immobilized poly(CU)10hp1 RNA. Even though events due to
nonspecific Cy5-eIF4E interaction with the surface are convo-
luted into themeasurement of association and dissociation rates

in a direct Cy5 excitation experiment, both the frequency and
duration of directly observed Cy5 fluorescence bursts increased
when poly(CU)10hp1 RNA was present, compared with when no
RNA was immobilized (Figures S3D and S3E). The lack of FRET
seems therefore to result from a significantly different trajectory
of the oligoribonucleotide as it exits the cap binding site, such
that the Cy3 donor on the RNA is no longer within FRET distance
of the Cy5 acceptor on the eIF4E protein.

Pab1p Alters RNA Conformation and eIF4E Binding
Dynamics in the Absence of a Poly(A) Tail
We next used our single-molecule FRET assay to examine the
eIF4E-cap interaction in the presence of full-length eIF4G1 and
Pab1p (Figure 4A). We chose to study RNAs that lacked a poly(A)
tail in order to measure directly the effects of Pab1p on the eIF4F
complex related only to the 50 mRNA end. Addition of 2 mM
Pab1p caused a striking change in the FRET behavior of the
Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1,RNA complex with our model unstructured
RNA (Figure 4B). This concentration was chosen as it approxi-
mates the best available estimate for the concentration of
Pab1p not associated with poly(A) mRNA tails in vivo (Görlach
et al., 1994). Whereas the rate of binding of Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1
to the mRNA showed a small but reproducible increase in the
presence of Pab1p (Figure 4C), the dissociation rate of Cy5-
eIF4E from its cap-bound complex was more than halved (Fig-
ure 4D). Compared with the FRET distributions for complexes
formed in the presence of Cy5-eIF4E (Figure 4E) or Cy5-
eIF4E,eIF4G1 (Figure 4F), a higher-, !0.6-FRET state was
formed for the Pab1p-bound Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1,RNA complex
(Figure 4G). In all cases where eIF4G1 was present, FRET
distributions were fit best by double Gaussian functions. No
transitions between the higher- and lower-FRET states were
observed, indicating that the altered conformation induced by
Pab1p is established prior to, or within !100 ms of, Cy5-eIF4E
binding and persists until dissociation of eIF4E from the cap.
Addition of eIF4A (400 nM) resulted in a FRET distribution
similar to that observed for the Cy5-eIF4E,eIF4G1,Pab1p,RNA
complex (Figure 4H).
The Pab1p-induced shift to higher FRET was observed for the

unstructured poly(CU) RNA and the hairpin-containing poly(CU)
10hp12 RNA, suggesting that it may be a general phenomenon
(Figures S4A and S4B). We also observed a similar effect
of Pab1p with RPL41A mRNA—chosen as it is a true cellular
RNA used previously in experiments on translation initiation—
although this highly structured RNA exhibited a more complex
FRET distribution for the Pab1p-bound state than the model
RNAs (Figures S4C and S4D).
Importantly, the effects of Pab1p on FRET value and lifetime

were also observed for the eIF4E,RNA or eIF4G-4EBD,RNA
complexes, suggesting that their origin is not due to interac-
tion with eIF4G1 and its Pab1p-binding domain (Figures S4E
and S4F).

DISCUSSION

A Single-Molecule FRET Assay for eIF4E Activity
Despite great strides in understanding eukaryotic translation initi-
ation, a dynamic mechanism integrating detailed kinetics with
structural data remains elusive. The utility of single-molecule
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methods to address this deficit has been demonstrated for pro-
karyotic translation. eIF4E represents an excellent starting point
to apply single-molecule methods to eukaryotic translation. Its
cap-binding activity is the first step in canonical initiation, this ac-
tivity is readily measurable in bulk assays, and a significant body
of structural, biochemical, and biophysical data exists, allowing
for validation of single-molecule reagents.
Our single-molecule FRET assay allowed us to measure the

kinetics of binding of Cy5-labeled yeast eIF4E to single capped
RNA oligonucleotides at equilibrium in real time. Complex forma-
tion involves relatively fast cycling of the apo- and cap-bound
states of eIF4E, as seen previously in bulk kinetic studies with
cap structure analogs and for the human protein with short
oligoribonucleotides. Our FRET data for yeast eIF4E agree with
results from rapid-mixing kinetic studies on human eIF4E that
support a simple on-off equilibrium model for the eIF4E,cap-
RNA complex. Cy5-eIF4E binds capped RNAs at a rate that
depends on additional initiation factors, and on RNA secondary

structure near the cap, in the 20–100 mM–1 s–1 range, close to the
diffusion limit. This is much faster than rates of binding to an
immobilized, capped oligoribonucleotide measured by surface
plasmon resonance experiments (0.5–1 mM–1 s–1; von der Haar
et al., 2000) but slower than the rates reported for binding of
human eIF4E to a capped oligoribonucleotide in stopped-flow
pre-steady-state experiments (>300 mM–1 s–1). The increased
association rates observed on addition of eIF4G1 and other
factors may thus reflect the effects of preforming the eIF4F com-
plex, or of altered electrostatics in the binding of the larger com-
plexes to the RNA. Sequence differences between yeast and
human eIF4E may also alter the rate of the folding transition
associated with cap binding (Volpon et al., 2006).
Our experiments add an additional structural dimension to ex-

isting kinetic models of capped-RNA recognition by eIF4E. FRET
is a function of the inverse sixth power of the distance between
donor and acceptor, and is most sensitive to changes in this dis-
tance around the Förster radius for a given donor-acceptor pair
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(A) Schematic of the experimental design.

(B) Sequences of structured RNAs and hybrid duplexes with labeled DNA oligonucleotides, indicating the positions of hairpins, Cy3 label, and biotin.

(C) Rates of association of Cy5-eIF4E (7.5 nM) with immobilized poly(CU) and poly(CU)10hp12 RNAs, and with poly(CU)10hp12 RNA in the presence of

eIF4G-4EBD (150 nM).

(D) Rates of dissociation of the Cy5-eIF4E,poly(CU), Cy5-eIF4E,poly(CU)10hp12, and Cy5-eIF4E,4EBD,poly(CU)10hp12 complexes.

(E) Apparent dissociation constants for the Cy5-eIF4E,poly(CU), Cy5-eIF4E,poly(CU)10hp12, and Cy5-eIF4E,4EBD,poly(CU)10hp12 complexes, computed

from the quotient koff/kon.

Error bars in kinetic plots represent standard errors for single-exponential fits. See also Figure S3.
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(!53 Å for Cy3 and Cy5). FRET values for eIF4E,RNA complexes
probe the range of conformers within the RNA-bound states. For
the binary Cy5-eIF4E,cap-RNA-Cy3 complex with a model
unstructured RNA, the FRET distribution was consistent with a
relatively narrow range of interdye distances, encompassing
65–85 Å between the fixed label on the protein and the Cy3 label
on the RNA, which may fluctuate with the motion of the RNA
polymer chain on a timescale faster than the resolution of our
single-molecule experiments (<100 ms). Thus, whereas the
eIF4E,mRNA binary complex is in dynamic equilibrium with the
free components, the bound state is conformationally homoge-
neous with respect to the RNA, as reported by smFRET.

Dynamics of the eIF4E,eIF4G1,mRNA Complex
Our assay also allowed us to measure the kinetics underlying the
increased affinity of eIF4E for capped RNA due to eIF4G-4EBD

and full-length eIF4G1. Our data suggest that the two proteins
stabilize the eIF4E,RNA complex by different mechanisms;
4EBD increases the rate of formation and lifetime of the
eIF4E,RNA complex, whereas eIF4G1 increases the association
rate but not the lifetime. Engagement of the additional domains
of eIF4G1 with the RNA likely accelerates association of the pro-
tein,RNA complex, but must also alter the dissociation kinetics.
Consistent with this hypothesis, FRET distributions show a
difference between 4EBD and eIF4G1: formation of a new
conformational state of the eIF4E,RNA complex with the full-
length protein, represented by a more condensed RNA,protein
complex showing higher FRET. For our model of unstructured
RNA, the FRET states are closely spaced at 0.3- and 0.5 FRET.
The low-FRET state is similar to that of the eIF4E,4EBD,RNA
complex. The lack of observable interconversion of the two
states suggests a model where the RNA-binding domains of
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(B) Representative single-molecule FRET trace showing binding of Cy5-eIF4E to immobilized, cap-poly(CU) RNA in the presence of 2 mM Pab1p.

(C) Dependence of the Cy5-eIF4E-mRNA association rate on factor composition.

(D) Dependence of the dissociation rate of the Cy5-eIF4E,mRNA complex in the presence of eIF4G1 (250 nM), Pab1p (2 mM), and eIF4A (400 nM).

(E–H) FRET-intensity distributions for the Cy5-eIF4E complexes in (D).

The number of single-molecule traces used to construct distributions is given where appropriate. Error bars in kinetic plots represent standard errors for single-

exponential fits. See also Figure S4.
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eIF4G1must engage the RNAprior to, or within 100ms of, eIF4E-
cap association to produce the condensed RNA conformation. If
this does not occur, eIF4E may still bind to the RNA cap and the
lifetime of the protein,RNA complex is prolonged through the
eIF4E-eIF4G interaction, but the conformational rearrangement
of the RNA is not observed. This conclusion is not without prece-
dent—an altered RNA conformation for eIF4F-boundmRNAwas
proposed previously to account for stimulation by eIF4F of bind-
ing of capped RNAs to the 43S preinitiation complex, resulting in
enhanced initiation complex formation (Mitchell et al., 2010). Our
results lend further weight to this hypothesis. Additionally, other
components of the intracellular environment may modulate the
dynamics of eIF4F-RNA recognition in ways that impact on
measured translation efficiency. This might include proteins
such as Ded1p, which can remodel themRNA structure or other-
wise potentially alter the eIF4G1-mRNA interaction dynamics
(Firczuk et al., 2013).

RNA Structure Modulates eIF4E-RNA Binding Kinetics
Our data emphasize the impact of RNA structure on the effi-
ciency of binding of eIF4E or eIF4F to capped RNAs. We show
directly that a hairpin positioned 12 nt from the cap results
in faster binding of RNA to eIF4E and slower dissociation of
the eIF4E,RNA complex. The increase in both association rate
and lifetime suggests that dynamic interactions between RNA
elements other than those immediately proximal to the cap are
important determinants of recognition by eIF4E. The same
hairpin located immediately adjacent to the cap still permits
RNA binding to the eIF4E,eIF4G-4EBD complex, but results in
altered RNA-eIF4E FRET: the hairpin structure likely changes
the path of the ssRNA chain moving away from the cap binding
site. Such RNAs containing cap-proximal secondary structures
are translated inefficiently in vivo. For higher eukaryotes, inhibi-
tion is reduced as the structure is located increasingly farther
from the cap; however, this has not been observed in yeast.
Secondary interactions between eIF4E and RNA remote from
the RNA cap have been suggested previously, but were thought
to be transient (Volpon et al., 2006; Slepenkov et al., 2006). Our
results suggest that hairpin structures alter the conformation of
the RNA remote from the cap in a way that could change the
efficiency of formation of protein-RNA interactions important in
later stages of initiation. More specifically, the geometry of the
eIF4E,mRNA complex with such RNAs could orient the RNA in
space such that it cannot be efficiently bound by eIF4G and
eIF4A. However, any attempt to relate these dynamics directly
to observed physiological effects of mRNA structure is chal-
lenging with our current knowledge and understanding of the
mechanism of translation. This highlights the need for further ex-
periments to understand the dynamic molecular underpinnings
of translational control.

Pab1p Significantly Alters eIF4F,Cap-RNA Binding
Dynamics in the Absence of a Poly(A) Tail
Our results show that Pab1p increases the apparent affinity of
eIF4E for the cap, consistent with previous studies, and also
show that it is kinetically competent to do so in the absence of a
poly(A) tail. Pab1p increases eIF4E-mRNA affinity primarily by
increasing the lifetime of the eIF4E,mRNA complex, which is at
least doubledacross the rangeofRNAsused inourpresent study.

Moreover, the enhanced lifetime is associated with significant
changes in the conformation of the RNA,protein complex, and
in particular due to a more compact structure with higher FRET
values than the eIF4E,eIF4G1,RNA complex. Our data also sug-
gest that the effects of Pab1p are independent of the Pab1p-
eIF4G1 interaction, as they are observed in the absence of eIF4G.
What might be the nature of this structural rearrangement?

Pab1p can bind to RNA through its RNA recognition motif
domains. Whereas one of these (RRM2) has been shown to
convey specificity for poly(A) sequences (Deardorff and Sachs,
1997), the protein shows appreciable nonspecific binding to sin-
gle-stranded RNA, with dissociation constants in the 0.5 mM
range (Görlach et al., 1994). Proteins that possess multiple
RNA-binding domains have been shown to play a role in confor-
mational remodeling of RNA. For example, the human pyrimidine
tract-binding protein contains two adjacent RRMs that loop RNA
around themselves, resulting in a more compact RNA structure
(Oberstrass et al., 2005). RNA binding activity similar to this
could account for the increased mean FRET value observed
for our RNAs in the presence of Pab1p. In turn, conformational
changes induced by RNA binding to Pab1p could mediate an
interaction with eIF4G that leads to stabilization of eIF4E-cap
interaction. We did not observe transitions between FRET states
in this complex, suggesting that Pab1p may bind to the RNA
prior to the arrival of the eIF4E,eIF4G complex and remain
bound until it departs. We saw a small but reproducible antago-
nistic effect of eIF4A on the rate of binding of eIF4E,eIF4G to the
RNA in the presence of Pab1p, suggesting that either eIF4A and
Pab1p compete for eIF4G binding or that eIF4A competes with
Pab1p for binding to the RNA. In humans, the cellular concentra-
tion of poly(A)-binding protein is thought to be !4 mM, of which
only !30% is thought to be associated with mRNAs (Görlach
et al., 1994). Our experimental conditions, where Pab1p is pre-
sent at 2 mM, are thus a reasonable recapitulation of the cellular
environment. Our results with Pab1p reinforce the idea that
compositional dynamics play a central role in early initiation.

A Dynamic Model for Early Initiation
Our data show how kinetics and conformation are intimately
linked in cap-dependent translation initiation. Structural studies
have revealed how eIF4G-4EBD alters eIF4E conformation to
modulate eIF4E affinity for the cap. We show here that the
relationship between conformation and kinetics is a theme that
extends further through early initiation. RNA structure and
conformation influence the kinetics of formation and dissociation
of the eIF4F,mRNA complex. At the same time, factor binding to
the mRNA can change RNA conformation to further alter
eIF4F,mRNA dynamics, such as in the cases of eIF4G1 and
Pab1p. This all occurs along with protein-protein interactions
that allosterically impact the RNA and cap binding activities of
the factors themselves. Isolated effects are relatively small,
changing individual rates by factors of two or three. However,
the product of all of the effects for a given mRNA can alter the
probability of the eIF4F complex being bound to the RNA by
an order of magnitude or more. Cumulative effects of factor-
RNA and factor-factor dynamics may thus modulate the effi-
ciency of initiation to produce significant biological outcomes.
The RNA binding activity of initiation factors is central to

these allosteric effects in early initiation. In the presence of the
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initiation factors that possess multiple RNA-binding domains
(eIF4G, Pab1p), both the FRET value and lifetime of the
eIF4E,RNA complex are increased. Presumably, the increase
in FRET value is due to formation of a more compact ribonucleo-
protein complex. Considering that our model hairpin-containing
poly(CU)10hp12 RNA doubles the association rate and lifetime
of the eIF4E,RNA complex compared with the equivalent
unstructured RNA, and given that electrostatics play such an
important role in eIF4E-RNA binding (Niedzwiecka et al.,
2004), RNA structures or conformations that present a greater
density of negative charge near the cap may interact more
favorably with eIF4E. In the case of the eIF4F,Pab1p,mRNA
complex, the looping of the RNA chain around successive
RNA-binding domains of the initiation factors could also create
this situation, resulting in the observed increased lifetime of
the bound state. An electrostatic scaffolding function for pro-
teins involved in translation initiation was recently proposed on
the basis of bioinformatics and gene ontology studies in yeast
(Cawley and Warwicker, 2012).

The eIF4F,mRNA complex is characterized by rapid-equilib-
rium binding on the timescale of initiation (8–10 s; Ciandrini
et al., 2013). Our data suggest that elements of RNA structure
or sequence that act to prolong the eIF4F,mRNA complex life-
time will be key determinants of initiation efficiency, because
this efficiency is determined by kinetic forward partitioning
of eIF4F,mRNA along the initiation pathway. Stated otherwise,
the eIF4F,mRNA complex must live sufficiently long in the
correct conformation to allow the subsequent step in initiation
to occur. Further single-molecule studies with labeled compo-
nents that can track initiation dynamics from cap recognition
through to subunit joining will provide valuable mechanistic
information on this intricate process.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression and Purification
Proteins were expressed in a variety of E. coli strains (see Supplemental Exper-

imental Procedures). A saturated 10 ml overnight starter culture of the relevant

strain was used to inoculate a 1.5 l expression culture. This was grown at 37"C

until the OD600 was !0.6 (typically 3.5–4.5 h), and then the temperature was

lowered to 30"C and isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added to a final

concentration of 1 mM. Expression was then allowed to proceed for 5 h, after

which the cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,8003 g, 25min) and stored

at –80"C until purification.

A two-step purification strategy was employed for all proteins, consisting

of Ni2+-NTA chromatography followed by size-exclusion chromatography.

Ni2+-NTA chromatography was carried out at room temperature with chilled

buffers. FPLC size-exclusion chromatography was carried out at 6"C. Cells

were lysed by sonication in the presence of lysozyme (!0.3 mg/ml). For

protein-specific details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Labeling of eIF4E with Cy5-Maleimide
Labeling was carried out between the Ni2+-NTA and size-exclusion purification

steps. After removal of imidazole, 1.5 ml of protein solution (typically !5 mM)

was added to 1 mg of Cy5-maleimide (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The

reaction mixture was incubated in darkness overnight at 6"C, and then

separated from unreacted dye by two rounds of gel filtration (10DG columns;

Bio-Rad) in size-exclusion column buffer.

RNA Preparation
RNAs were prepared using the AmpliCap-Max T7 transcription kit (CellScript),

using the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA templates were designed using a

previously described approach (Puglisi and Wyatt, 1995). RNA was purified

from the transcription mixture by anion-exchange chromatography (Q HP,

5 ml; GE Healthcare Life Sciences), eluting with a linear gradient from

50 mM to 1 M KCl in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8). Tris-borate-EDTA-urea PAGE

was used to confirm purity (>90% single RNA band in each case). RNAs eluted

between 500 and 750mMKCl, in proportion to their length. Themodel cap-un-

structured poly(CU) RNA was also purchased from TriLink BioTechnologies.

RNAs were annealed to Cy3-labeled, biotinylated DNAs by heating to 90"C

for 3 min and then slow cooling to room temperature.

Single-Molecule Experiments
The home-built TIRF apparatus has been described previously (Aitken and

Puglisi, 2010). Samples were prepared at 203 the intended assay concentra-

tion and diluted into assay buffer (50 mM HEPES-KOH [pH 7.4], 100 mM KCl)

containing the PCD/PCA oxygen-scavenging system (2.5 mM 3,4-dihydroxy-

benzoic acid, 250 nM protocatechuate dioxygenase; Aitken et al., 2008) and

Trolox (Dave et al., 2009). For Pab1p, where the protein was present at 2 mM

final concentration, it was included at 2 mM in the 203 sample and then sup-

plemented into the final sample at 2 mM. Data were acquired at ten frames

per s for 60 s, with three separate movies per sample, processed indepen-

dently. Data were analyzed by in-house spot picking and colocalization

scripts implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks). The locations of FRET events

in fluorescence traces were manually assigned after initial estimates obtained

from a hidden-Markov-based algorithm. Arrival time, lifetime, and FRET distri-

butions were normalized such that the area under the fitted curve was equal to

one. The area of each bin is thus numerically equal to the probability of an event

occurring within the bin width.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures

and four figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
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